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WARNING: This instruction manual is intended exclusively for specialized personnel.

Models

ALISEO and CORALLO

Type:  NS8 Type:  NS6
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ALISEO MAIN 
PARTS 

13 Double motor

14 Single motor

15 R.-H. spiral (snack dispensing tray)

16 L.-H. spiral (snack dispensing tray)

17 Snack guide on double spiral

18 Label strip

19 Spacer

20 Spiral 

21 Bridge support for bottles or cans 

22 Microswitch

23 Separator panel

24 Tray connector

25 Neon light

26 CPU card

27 Coin guide

28 Coin support plate

29 Coin container

30 Operating instruction label 10
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2 Keypad

3 Coin slot 

4 Coin return button

5 Showcase 

6 Coin return slot

7 Product dispensing tray

8 Air suction grill

9 Lock

10 Power cord outlet

11 Neon switch

12 Refrigerator unit
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CORALLO MAIN 
PARTS 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE 
MANUAL

1.1 Foreword

 Important
This manual makes an integral part of the vending machine 
and should be carefully read in order to guarantee the 
correct use of the vending machine in compliance with the 
prescribed essential safety standards.

This manual contains the necessary technical information 
to correctly carry out use, installation, cleaning and 
maintenance operations on the vending machine model 
Aliseo / Corallo. Always refer to this manual before 
carrying out any operation.

Manufacturer: SAECO Vending S.p.A.
Località Casona, 1066 - 40041 Gaggio Montano
Bologna, Italy

This manual should be kept with care and accompany the 
vending machine throughout its working life, including any 
transfer of ownership.

Should this manual be lost or damaged, another copy 
may be obtained from the Manufacturer or an Authorized 
Customer Service center, by quoting the details contained 
in the data plate provided on the rear side of the vending 
machine.

All the images contained in this publication refer to the 
mod. Aliseo

The data referred only to Corallo are reported in bra-
ckets

1.2 Symbols used

This manual contains several types of warning, to draw 
the reader’s attention to several degrees of danger or 
required skills.

Each warning consists of a symbol and a message, sug-
gesting operating procedures or behaviors, and supplying 
useful information for the correct operation of the vending 
machine.

 Warning
Used to stress danger situations for the machine operators, 
supply operators and maintenance technicians, as well as 
the vending machine and the product to dispense.

 Important
Used to indicate operations which must be carried out 
correctly to insure that the vending machine is in good 
operation.

 User
Used to refer to the vending machine user. The user is 
not allowed to perform any cleaning or maintenance 
operations.

 Supply operator
Used to indicate operations, which may be carried out by 
the staff exclusively in charge of vending machine supply 
and cleaning.
Supply operators are not allowed to carry out any of the 
“Maintenance technician” tasks.

 Maintenance Technician
Used to indicate operations to be exclusively carried out by 
skilled staff in charge of machine maintenance.
The maintenance technician is exclusively authorized to keep 
the “MICROSWITCH ENABLING KEY”, necessary to cut 
out the safety systems.

2 VENDING MACHINE 
INFORMATION

2.1 Information for the 
Maintenance Technician  

The vending machine must be installed at a well-lit location 
sheltered from bad weather, dry, not dusty, and with a floor 
suitable for supporting the machine weight.

To guarantee the vending machine correct operation and 
reliability over time, we recommend keeping the:
- ambient temperature at +1° / +32°C;
- highest permitted humidity at 65% (without condensation 

water).

For special set-ups not described in this manual, please 
contact your local dealer, importer to your own country.  
Should they not be available, contact the Manufacturer 
directly.

Our AUTHORIZED CUSTOMER SERVICE centers can be 
contacted for any explanation and information concerning 
the good operation of our vending machines, and to fulfil 
any spare part orders or technical support requests.
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The Maintenance Technician is requested to be perfectly aware 
of and to technically comply with the safety warnings contained 
in this manual, to make sure that all installation, start-up, use 
and maintenance operations can be carried out safely.

The Maintenance Technician will supply the access keys 
to the vending machine internal parts to another operator 
(Supply operator), it being understood that the Maintenance 
Technician remains responsible for any operation involving 
the vending machine.

This manual makes an integral part of the vending machine supply 
and should always be kept available for consultation before car-
rying out any operation involving the vending machine. 

2.2 Recommended use and 
description

Aliseo / Corallo is a glass door vending machine for the 
sale of packaged products: snacks, cold beverages and, in 
“food” mode, sandwiches and other food requiring a max. 
storage temperature of 4°C.

The Aliseo / Corallo vending machine can be equipped with 
a maximum of 7 shelves.
According to customer requirements, they can have different 
set-ups (the tray arrangement is shown in section 4.2).
 
The Aliseo / Corallo vending machine has been desi-
gned for the sale and distribution of packaged products 
to be stored at a storage temperature of max. 4° C (39.2 
F - 277.15 K).

On this subject, please follow the instructions provided on 
the packages concerning product storage tips and best 
before dates.

The Aliseo / Corallo vending machine is not a refri-
gerator, but it allows keeping the right temperature for 
the storage of the products introduced on the shelves.
Any other use should be considered a misuse, which as 
such, implies risks.
Do not put potentially dangerous products into the product 
bins which may become flammable when exposed to high 
temperatures.

 Important
Any instance of misuse implies the loss of any form of 
guarantee. The Manufacturer declines all responsibility for 
damages to persons and/or property.
By misuse we also mean:
- any use different from the recommended use and/or any 

use applying different techniques than those listed in this 
manual;

- any form of vending machine servicing conflicting with 
the indications contained in this manual;

- any tampering with parts and/or safety devices which 

has not been previously authorized by the Manufacturer 
or is carried out, in any case, by staff not authorized to 
perform such operations;

- any vending machine location not recommended in this 
manual.

 Warning
The setting of the storage temperature of the food products put 
in the Aliseo / Corallo must comply with the requirements 
of the manufacturer of such food as well as with the food 
storage regulations in force.

 Warning
Food Products dispensing.
Before putting the products in the Aliseo / Corallo make 

sure that:
- the products dispensed from the Aliseo / Corallo are 

accurately packaged.
- check the expiry date of each product and its storage 

temperature.
- the Aliseo / Corallo vending machine is to be 

regarded as an instrument able to keep the temperature 
of the products, but it is not suitable for their cooling. 

- set the temperatures inside the Aliseo / Corallo in 
compliance with the requirements of the manufacturer of 
the foodstuff as well as with the regulations in force.

- the temperature required by the manufacturer and the 
regulations in force for the products to be introduced in 
the Aliseo / Corallo must be respected also during 
the storage and the transportation.

 Warning
The Aliseo / Corallo vending machine is equipped with 
a device called “alarm temperature” allowing the storage 
of products in compliance with the requirements of the 
manufacturer of the foodstuff as well as with the regulations 
in force, as long as the storage temperature of the products 
is already correct at the moment of their introduction in the 
vending machine. The non-compliance with this rule could 
activate the “food temperature security” device, which would 
stop the sale of the products.

2.3 Vending machine 
identification

The vending machine is identified by its name, model and 
serial number contained in the special data plate (Fig. 2).
The machine data plate contains the following informa-
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Use a lift truck to unload the vending machine from the 
transport vehicle (Fig. 5).

The vending machine should always be kept vertical.
Do not (see Fig. 6):
- drag the vending machine;
- turn the vending machine upside down or lay it flat 

during transport;
- knock the vending machine around;
- lift the vending machine with ropes;
- expose the vending machine to bad weather or store it 

in damp places or next to heat sources.

3 HANDLING AND 
STORAGE

3.1 Unloading and handling

tion: 
- Manufacturer’s name;
- marks of compliance;
- model;
- serial no.;
- year of construction;
- mains voltage(V);
- mains frequency (Hz);
- electrical power consumption (W);
- max power of the bulb to use (W);
- refrigerating unit class;
- type and charge of refrigerating gas used.

 Warning
It is strictly forbidden to tamper with or alter the machine 
data plate.

 Important
When submitting any request to our AUTHORIZED 
CUSTOMER SERVICE centers, always quote the specific 
machine information contained in your machine data plate

Fig. 4

Fig. 2

Fig. 5

Identifying data 
plate 

Fig. 3

2.4 Technical specifications

 Aliseo Corallo

Weight: ......................................315,5 kg 274,5 kg
Total power: ..................................600 W 600 W
Available no. of trays: ............................ 7 7
Spiral no. for each tray: .......................... 8 6
Overall dimensions: .................................... see figure 3
Mains voltage: ........................................ see data plate
A-weighted sound pressur level is ...............below 70 dB

The vending machine should 
only be unloaded from the 
transport vehicle and han-
dled by skilled staff, using 
handling equipment suitable 
for the machine to handle.

Vending machine model 
Aliseo weight = 315,5 kg.
Corallo weight =274,5 kg.

The vending machine will 
come in a bag  placed on a 
pallet, with four angle pieces 
and wrapped in shrink film 
(Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8
Fig. 6

3.2 Storage

If the vending machine is not installed shortly after delivery, 
but must be stored for a prolonged period of time, store it in 
a sheltered place, according to the following instructions:
- the vending machine should be stored in its original 

package and in a closed, dry room at a temperature 
comprised between 1°C and 40°C;

- do not stack equipment or boxes on the vending machine 
(Fig. 7);

- in any case, it is advisable to protect the vending machine 
against dust build-up or other contaminants. 

3.3 Unpacking – Checking the 
package contents

Upon receiving of the vending machine, make sure that 
it has not suffered any damage during transport, that the 
package has not been tampered with and that consequently, 
no internal parts have been removed.

Remove the shrink film wrapping from around the vending 
machine, the four angle pieces and the bag (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9

Should any damages of any kind be noticed, these should 
be pointed out to the forwarder and a claim should be 
immediately submitted to the importer or dealer. If there 
is not an importer or dealer in your country, contact the 
Manufacturer directly. 

Remove the four screws (A) that fix the vending machine 
to its transport pallet (Fig. 9).

A
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12 Fig. 14

Fig. 13

4 INSTALLATION

4.1 Vending machine 
positioning

The vending machine is not designed for outdoor installa-
tion. Do not install the vending machine at locations where 
the ambient temperature is lower than +1°C or higher than 
32°C nor at very humid or dusty locations.
The appliance must only be installed in places where it can 
be checked by qualified staff.
Remove the ventilation grill (8 - Fig. 1) and move the 
vending machine to its selected installation location with a 
pallet truck (Fig. 14). 

After unpacking the vending machine, pick up the key from 
the coin return slot (Fig. 10).

Insert the key in the lock, turn it counter-clockwise and open 
the door (Fig. 11).

Remove the shelf-stop polystyrene and the adhesive tape 
blocking the spirals and the sliding guides (Fig. 12).

A bag called “CUSTOMER KIT” is supplied with the 
vending machine. All the objects listed in figure 13 are 
contained in this kit.

- Instruction manual.
- Power cord.
- Door safety microswitch disabling key 

(Maintenance Technician).
- Price labels;
- “Operating Instructions” label;
- Coin box label.
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Fig. 17

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

If the vending machine must be installed next to a wall, 
make sure that a gap of at least 11 cm is left between the 
back side of the machine and the wall, not to block the air 
outlet grill in the machine back side (Fig. 17). 

Place the machine on the floor and adjust its foot supports 
until levelling is achieved (Fig. 16). 

Lift the vending machine and arrange its 6 foot supports 
(Fig. 15). 

If the vending machine must be anchored to the wall, 
proceed as follows:
- prepare the two special fixing brackets (not supplied) 

in the back side of the vending machine (Fig. 18);

- fix the brackets to the wall using two screw anchors (Fig. 
19).
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4.2 Tray arrangement

The inside of the vending machine shown in the figure 
21a represents one of the configurations provided by the 
manufacturer for the “food” version.

 Important
In the “food” version, the area above the separator allows 
keeping a temperature between 10 and 14° C, which 
is suitable for long storage products. The area under the 
separator can be used to dispense foodstuff (storage 
temperature up to 4°C). This area allows storing foodstuff 
which would perish at higher temperatures. If the temperature 
of 4°C is exceeded, the “food temperature device”, which 
blocks the sale of the product, will be activated.

Display of Special Information
If the “food” mode and/or the photoelectric cell system 
for the detection of the food fall have been enabled, it is 
important to have the possibility of monitoring the status 
of these systems without opening the door, enter in the 
maintenance mode and inspect the error log.
For this reason there is a specific information page which 
can be accessed by typing 99 on the keypad of the vending 
machine.
The possible statuses for both systems are: 
- OFF: the system is deactivated due to a programming 

choice 
- OK: the system works properly, without errors 
- ERROR: the system doesn’t work properly (for the “Food” 

control this means that the food selections have been 
disabled - for the photoelectric cell it means that the 
product fall detection has been disabled).

 Warning
Before enabling the sale of foodstuff, check the internal 
temperature with a different thermometer.

Make sure that the floor gradient is smaller than 2°.

Install the air suction grill and the air outlet grill  (Fig. 
20), and make sure that the air flow is not hindered by 
obstacles.

Fig. 20

Air outlet grillAir suction grill

Snack tray

Snack tray 

Food tray

Food tray 

Food tray 

Snack tray 

Snack tray 
Separator 

Fig. 21a

The inside of the vending machine shown in the figure 
21b represents one of the configurations provided by the 
manufacturer for the “snacks/cans and bottle” version. 
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Sliding guide

Adjustable stop bar

Fig. 23

Fig. 22

The bottle shelf, not present in the food version, has an adju-
stable contrast profile (Fig. 22), useful during the advancing 
phase to make contact with the bottle tops so that it can fall 
with the right orientation in the product dispensing shelf (for 
the setting of the contrast profile, see section 8.4).

 Important
The tray and spiral arrangement supplied with the 
standard version of the vending machine represents, in 
the Manufacturer’s opinion, an ideal design to supply 
different types of product. However, other types of spiral 
are available on request, which can be used to dispense 
any type of product.

It is possible to introduce in the Aliseo / Corallo vending machine 
a maximum of 7 shelves, including the relevant spirals.

4.3 Spiral motor and tray 
connection 

On the left side of each shelf there are 7 connectors, which 
can be coupled with 7 shelves.
The tray arrangement and tray connection to their special 
connectors determine the selection number of the product 
to be dispensed.
The diagram of figure 26 shows the vending machine 
division into cells at the crossing points between rows 
(corresponding to the number of connectors, top-down : 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7) and columns (corresponding to the positions 
of the spirals in the tray, left to right: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8).

Snack trays can have either single spirals (Fig. 24) or double 
spirals (Fig. 25), controlled by a single motor. 

Fig. 26

 only
Aliseo

 Important
In the event of a single motor powering two spirals, the spirals 
(one on the right side, one on the left side) must have the 
same pitch. To help product feeding, a sliding guide must 
be inserted under each spiral  (Fig. 25).

In the can, bottle and yoghurt shelves, guides facilitating 
the sliding during the dispensing phase have been installed 
(Fig. 23).

Snack tray  

Snack tray  

Bottle tray 

Bottle tray 

Can tray 

Snack tray  

Fig. 21b

Sliding guide

Fig. 25Fig. 24
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Fig. 28

Fig. 29

Fig. 27

OK

NO

SELECTION A (see fig. 26)
To determine the code corresponding to selection A, 
indicate first of all the corresponding row number, i.e. 1, 
and then, the corresponding column number, i.e. 3,. The 
final code will be 13.
In this case, the tray includes 4 double spirals, and the 
number of columns which can be selected corresponds to 
the left-hand spiral (1-3-5-7). We advise to maintain this 
setting to obtain homogenous machine set-ups.

SELECTION B (see fig. 26)
To determine the code corresponding to selection B, the 
corresponding row number is 3, the corresponding column 
number is 6,, and the resulting code will be 36.

SELECTION C (see fig. 26)
To determine the code corresponding to selection C, the 
corresponding row number is 6, the corresponding column 
number is 2, and the resulting code will be 62.

 Warning
When a tray is connected to a different connector, the 
products that it contains are identified by a new selection 
number.
The vending machine is automatically configured every time 
that the vending machine is switched on.

 Important
If a tray is connected to a different connector or the products 
are supplied to a different spiral, it may be necessary to 
modify the description of the corresponding prices (see 
section 4.4).

When connecting the shelf to the connector, make sure the 
shelf for the introduction of the products is shifted in the 
same way as the connector support.
If the shelves are less than the connectors (7), check if the 
shelf is blocked up by the connection cable and if this one 
could be damaged. For this reason, connect each shelf to 
the closest connector, situated in a slightly higher position, 
as shown in figure 27.

4.4 Label and sticker 
application

On the tray front, a suitable strip is provided for receiving 
the labels that indicate the product code to select and the 
corresponding product price (Fig. 28).

Code Price

The labels supplied in the CUSTOMER KIT can be persona-
lised by “blacking out” the unnecessary fields with a (black) 
felt-tip pen, until the required figure is obtained.

Example (Fig. 29).
For code 42, corresponding to 0.40 Euros, black out the 
appropriate fields as shown in figure 29.

Insert the “Instructions for use” label in its special strip ac-
cording to the following procedure (Fig. 30):
A Open the door and remove the slot;
B Take the “Instructions for use” label from your CUSTO-

MER KIT; 
C Insert it in its special strip;
D Reinsert the slot and close the door.
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Insert the accepted coins label in the slot as shown in figure 
31 (only for Corallo; the accepted coins label for Aliseo is 
combined with its “Operating Instructions” label).

C

B

A

D

Fig. 30 (Aliseo)

A

B

C

D

Fig. 30 (Corallo)
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Fig. 33

Fig. 32

4.5 Installation of payment 
systems

The vending machine is designed for the installation of 
various payment systems, such as:
- parallel banknote reader 24V DC;
- parallel validator 24V DC
- executive systems (also PRICE HOLDING);
- MDB systems;
- BDV systems;
- cancelling machine 24V DC (*);
- parallel validator 12V DC (*);
- tokens acceptor 12V DC (*);

(*)  optional kit required.

 Important
The vending machine is not supplied with any payment 
system, which must be installed by the person in charge 
of its fitting.
After the chosen payment system has been installed, 
the corresponding parameters can be set through the 
programming menu (see 7.4.2).
To assemble the external antenna for the Contactless 
payment systems it is recommended to drill the holes in the 
area shown in Fig. 32.

4.6 Electric connection

The vending machine is supplied with a power cord to be 
plugged into the socket provided in the back side (Fig. 
33).

 Warning
Make sure that the mains voltage corresponds to the rated 
voltage shown in the data plate. 

 Maintenance Technician 
The Maintenance Technician is responsible for your vending 
machine installation and will therefore have to make sure 
that the power supply system is in compliance with the safety 
regulations in force. 
If in doubt, do not continue the installation and ask qualified 
and skilled personnel to carry out a complete check on your 
machine wiring system.
Also make sure that the electric network to which your 
vending machine is connected has suitable specifications for 
the maximum load required by the machine and indicated 
in the data plate.

Do not use adapters nor multi-sockets (Fig. 34).

 Important
Make sure that the electrical plug is easily accessible even 
after installing the machine.

 Warning
The Manufacturer declines any liability for any damage 
to the vending machine, to property and/or injury to 
persons, caused by the installation of the payment system. 
The responsibility falls to the person who carried out the 
installation.

Fig. 31
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5 SAFETY

5.1 Foreword

In compliance with the Low Tension Directive 2006/95/
EC (which replaces the directive 73/23/EEC and following 
amendments) and CE Marking Directive 93/68/EEC, 
SAECO VENDING has drawn up a technical file of the 
Aliseo / Corallo vending machine held at its plants. 
The following regulations were taken into account during 
the design phase:

- EN 55014 - EN 6100-3-2
- EN 61000-3-3 - EN 61000-4-2
- EN 61000-4-3 - EN 61000-4-4
- EN 61000-4-5 - EN 61000-4-11
- EN 60335-2-75 - EN 60335-1
- EN 60335-2-24

5.2 General safety standards

It is forbidden to:
- tamper with or cut out the safety systems installed on the 

vending machine;
- carry out any maintenance operations on the vending 

machine without having first disconnected the power 
cord;

- install the vending machine outdoors. The vending 
machine should be installed at a dry location where 
temperature never goes below 1°C.

- use the vending machine for purposes different from the 
uses listed in the sale contract and in this manual;

- connect the appliance to the mains using multi-sockets 
or adapters;

- use water jets to clean the machine (Fig. 35).

It is mandatory to:
- check the power line compliance;
- use original spare parts;
- thoroughly read the instructions contained in this manual 

and in the attached documents;
- use personal protection devices during installation, 

testing and maintenance operations.

Human error preventing precautions:
- increase the workers’ awareness of safety issues;
- handle the vending machine safely, both when it is still 

packaged and after unpacking;
- becoming familiar with the machine installation proce-

dure, operation and limits;
- dispose of the vending machine safely and in compliance 

with the workers’ health protection and environment 
protection standards in force.

  Warning
In case of damage or improper functioning of your machine, 
please contact an AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER. 

Fig. 34
Fig. 35

 Important
The Manufacturer declines all responsibility for damages 
to persons or property caused by non-compliance with the 
safety standards described in this section.

5.3 Operators’ requirements

As far as safety issues are concerned, three classes of 
workers exist with different requirements:

 Users
The user is not allowed to access the inside of the vending 
machine in any way.
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Fig. 36

 Supply operator
His tasks include product supply (after obtaining from the 
Maintenance Technician the key giving access to the inside 
of the vending machine), carrying out vending machine 
external cleaning and start/stop operations.

 Warning
It is forbidden for the Supply operator to carry out tasks 
which are described in this manual as belonging to the 
Maintenance Technician. 

 Maintenance Technician 
The only worker authorized to carry out and start 
programming operations, adjustment operations, set-up and 
maintenance operations.

5.4 Door Opening Detection 
Devices

The vending machine is equipped with a switch disconnec-
ting the loads supplied with mains voltage (except for the 
lights) each time the door is opened (fig. 36).

6 DESCRIPTION OF
 CONTROLS

6.1 Keypad

 User
The keypad includes nine numeric keys which can be used 
for product selection. 

 Maintenance Technician 
By providing access to the programming and maintenance 
menus (see section 7.4), some keys acquire important 
functions for setting the programming parameters: 

Key : ENTER
  Whenever this key is pressed, it gives access 

to the next programming level. Additionally, it 

Fig. 37

Aliseo keypad

Corallo keypad
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7 OPERATION

enables to modify the current use value.

Key : CANCEL 
  Whenever this key is pressed, it gives access 

to the previous programming level. 

Key : UP
  Whenever this key is pressed, it gives access 

to the next menu at the same level.
  If pressed after requesting a value modification 

with ENTER, it will increase the value.
 
Key : DOWN
  Whenever this key is pressed, it gives access 

to the previous menu at the same level.
  If pressed after requesting a value modification 

with ENTER, it will decrease the value.

6.2 5-button Keypad

7.1 Use of the vending 
machine

 Important
Before using the vending machine, it is necessary to have 
read this manual and acquire a good understanding of the 
vending machine

The operating instructions are contained in the data plate 
provided in the vending machine front.

7.2 Power-on

Plug the vending machine into the mains socket as shown 
in section 4.6.
Self-configuration will start and all the earlier settings will 
be checked:
- presence and operation status of the motors;
- arrangement of the available trays;

Any faults, which may be observed during the self-confi-
guration cycle, are stored in the machine memory, for the 
vending machine to signal them to the user, after quitting 
the self-diagnosis phase
After completing the self-configuration phase, the vending 
machine prepares for operation, or alternatively, sets itself 
to “OUT OF SERVICE”, if any faults are detected.
A service message indicates the status of the snack mo-

tors:
- “CHECK: OK” indicates that none of the snack motors 

is out of order due to previous errors.
- “CHECK: DETECT. ERRORS” indicates that at least one of Fig. 38

 Maintenance Technician
The 5-button keypad allows for the use of 5 quick controls without 
entering the programming or maintenance menu.

Key 1  : FREE SELECTION
 It allows a free selection.

Key 2  : .......
 Free function for future development.

Key 3  : TOTAL COUNTER
 It displays total and partial counters for pro-

ducts  for 5 seconds.

Key 4  : RESET
 Enables the reset procedure for errors con-

cerning selections and photocells.

Key 5  : FOOD MODE
 Reset for food error. Restores function of the 

selections blocked following an error 75 (see 
table on page 42).
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7.4.1 Entering the 
programming menu

Open the door, remove the slot (Fig. 39) and close the door 
again. Press key P1 to access the programming menu.

If no password has been assigned you enter the
programming menu directly.

 Important
If a password was assigned to the vending machine to 
enable the programming menu, the message “PASSWORD 
000000” will appear on the display with a flashing cursor 
on the first digit. 
Now the password should be entered using the UP and 
DOWN keys. Confirm the digit entered by pressing the 
ENTER key.

Proceed as follows to exit the programming menu and return 
to standard operation of the vending machine:
- Press the CANCEL button repeatedly until “EXIT ?” 

appears. Select YES and press ENTER;

the snack motors is out of order due to previous errors.

To protect the compressor and prolong its working life, 
after switching the vending machine on, the compressor 
will remain off for 4 minutes. In this way, the compressor 
will not be started while the refrigerator circuit is still under 
pressure.

7.3 Selection

By using the keypad, it is possible to select the product seen 
in the showcase provided on the front door.

In the lower part of each tray is a label showing the product 
code to select and the corresponding product price.

The keys to be used for selection are numbered from 1 to 9. 
Enter your required combination (23, 62, etc.), correspond-
ing to the choice of product to dispense.

If, during the self-configuration phase, faults have been 
detected in the motors, or a spiral motor have been detected 
as not available, after entering your selection, the display 
will read the message: “NOT AVAILABLE”, which cancels 
the corresponding selection.

If, during the dispensing phase, a motor becomes faulty, 
the corresponding selection is disabled, and if this selec-
tion is requested, the display will read the message “NOT 
AVAILABLE” (until the cause of the trouble is removed, 
and after starting the “FAULT RESET” procedur via the 
maintenance menu).

7.4 Programming menu

 Maintenance Technician
This section describes how to set or modify the vending 
machine programming parameters.

It is therefore advisable to read this section thoroughly, and 
only take action after having understood the exact order of 
the required operations.

By following the procedures described in this chapter, it is 
possible to set all the parameters concerning the vending 
machine configuration and the product prices.

P1

Fig. 39
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Structure of the Programming menu

1. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

1.1. VM CODE

1.2. PROGRAMMABLE TEXTS

1.2.1. ADVERTISING

1.2.2. DISPENSING

1.2.3. OUT OF SERVICE

1.3. CONTRAST

1.4. CLOCK

1.4.1. TIME

1.4.2. DATE

1.5. RESET ENABLING

1.6. LANGUAGE

1.7. CHANGE PASSWORD

1.7.1. PASSWORD

1.7.2. SERVICE PASSWORD

1.8. ON/OFF TIME

1.8.1. ON 1

1.8.2. OFF 1

1.8.3. ON 2

1.8.4. OFF 2

1.9. EVA-DTS

1.9.1. EA1..2 (EVENTS)

1.9.2. EA3..5 (READOUTS)

1.9.3. LA1-PRICES LISTS

1.9.3.1. LA1-PRICES LISTS

1.9.3.2. LA1 NORMAL PRICES

1.9.3.3. LA1 DIFF PRICES 1

1.9.3.4. LA1 DIFF PRICES 2

1.9.3.5. LA1 CARD PRICES

1.9.3.6. LA1 FREE

1.9.3.7. LA1 TEST

1.9.4. PA1..4 PRODUCTS

1.9.5. VA1..3 SALES

1.9.6. BA1-CA15-CASH

1.9.7. DA1..7-CASHLESS

1.10. PHOTOCELL SETTINGS

1.10.1. PHOTOCELL ENABLED

1.10.2. MAX MOTOR OVERTIME

1.10.3. DISABLE SELECTION

1.10.4. DISABLE SYSTEM

1.10.5.  RETURN CREDIT  

1.11. FREE VEND KEY

1.12. SHOW MENU NO.

1.13. FACTORY DEFAULT

1.14. COMPLETE MENUS

2. PAYMENT SYSTEM

2.1. PROTOCOL

2.2. PARALLEL COINER

2.2.1. ENABLE

2.2.2. COIN VALUES

2.2.2.1. COIN (1-6)

2.3. BANKNOTE VALIDATOR

2.3.1. ENABLE

2.3.2. INHIBITION LEVEL

2.3.3. BANKNOTE VALUE

2.3.3.1. BANKNOTE (1-4)

2.4. MDB SETTINGS

2.4.1. RECHARGE ENABLED

2.4.2. MAX CARD RECHARGE

2.4.3. MAX CARD VALUE

2.4.4. COINS ENABLING

2.4.4.1. COIN (1-16)

2.4.5. ALT. PAYOUT

2.4.6. MAX CHANGE

2.4.7. EXACT CHANGE POLICY

2.4.8. MIN TUBE LEVEL

2.4.9. MANUAL TUBE FILLING

2.4.10. MANUAL TUBE EMPTY

2.4.11. COMMIT TO VEND

2.4.12. BILL ENABLING

2.4.12.1. BANKNOTE (1-16)

2.4.13. BILL ESCROW

2.4.14. MDB SLAVE ADDRESS

2.5. MAX CREDIT

2.6. MULTIVEND

2.7. OVERPAY TIME

2.8. FIXED ZEROES

2.9. DECIMAL DIGITS

2.10. COUNTRY CODE

3. SALE MANAGEMENT

3.1. PRICE TABLE

3.1.1. PRICE (1-100)

3.2. SNACK PRICES

3.2.1. NORMAL

3.2.1.1. GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.1.2. SINGLE PRICES

3.2.2. DIFFERENTIATED 1

3.2.2.1. GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.2.2. SINGLE PRICES

3.2.3. DIFFERENTIATED 2

3.2.3.1. GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.3.2. SINGLE PRICES

3.2.4. CARD

3.2.4.1. CARD PRICES

3.2.4.2. GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.4.3. SINGLE PRICES

3.3. FREE

3.4. FREE ON

3.5. FREE OFF

3.6. DIFF. PRICES 1-ON

3.7. DIFF. PRICES 1-OFF

3.8. DIFF. PRICES 2-ON

3.9. DIFF. PRICES 2-OFF

3.10. CAPACITY CTRL ENABLED

3.11. CAPACITY

3.12. UNIT ENABLING

3.13. UNIT CODES

4. TEMPERATURE CONTR.

4.1. ENABLE REFRIGERAT.

4.2. MODEL

4.3. FOOD MODE ENABLED

4.4. TEMPERATURE

4.5. DEFROST TIME

4.6. DEFROST INTERVAL

4.7. FOOD MODE SETTINGS

4.7.1. TRAY (1-8)

4.7.9. ALARM TEMPERATURE

4.7.10. ALARM TIMEOUT

4.7.11. REFILL ALARM TIMEOUT

4.8. HEATERS ENABLED

4.9. SHOW TEMPERATURE
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Enable reset
It allows enabling of the 
“RESET” for data in the 
statistics maintenance menu.

Language
Enables selection of the 
language to be used by the 
vending machine. Languages 

available: Italian, English, French, German, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Dutch, Turkish & Russian.

Password change
Enables setting of a password 
or modification of the current 
one.
The password consists of a 

number between 0001 and 65536. The 0000 value (default 
value) means no password. To set the password, press UP 
and DOWN keys and confirm with the ENTER key.

PASSWORD
Allows setting a  password  
to  access the  programming  
menu.

SERVICE PASSWORD
Allows  setting  a  password  
to  access the  maintenance  
menu.

On/off time
Allows setting the vending 
machine’s automatic on and 
off time ranges over the course 
of a week.

Clock 
Enables setting of the hour, 
minute, day of the week, 
day of the month, month and 
year.

SISYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 
items are: 

VMC Code
Enables an identification code 
to be assigned to the vending 
machine.

Programmable texts

ADVERTISING: it enables 
s e t t i n g  t h e  m e s s a g e 
appearing on the display 
when the vending machine is 
in standard operating mode.

D I S P E N S I N G  T E X T :  i t 
allows setting the message 
appearing on the display 
when the vending machine is 
dispensing a product.

OUT OF SERVICE TEXT: it 
enables setting the text on 
the display when the vending 
machine stops due to a fault.

Display contrast
Adjusts the contrast of the 
display.

7.4.2 Description of 
messages in the 
programming menu

1.1.

VMC CODE 

          531000

S
Th
item

1.

SISYSTEM MANAGEMENT

             ...

1.2.

PROGRAM MESSAGES

             ...

1.2.1.

 ADVERTISING

** NEW SNACK   **

1.2.2

DISPENSING

1.2.3.

OUT OF SERVICE

1.3.

CONTRAST

1.5.

ENABLE RESET

              No

1.4.

CLOCK

             ...

1.4.1.

TIME

           08:00

1.4.2.

DATE

       01 Gen 08

1.6.

LANGUAGE

1.7.

CHANGE PASSWORD

1.7.1.

PASSWORD

1.7.2.

SERVICE PASSWORD 

1.8.

ON/OFF TIME

             ...

1.8.1.

ON 1

lmmgvsd    00:00

1.8.2.

OFF 1

lmmgvsd    00:00

1.8.3.

ON 2

lmmgvsd    00:00

1.8.4.

OFF 2

lmmgvsd    00:00
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Enables the photoelectric 
cells  
Enables  / disables  the 
photoelectric cell system.

Max motor overtime 
[x100 ms] Period of extension 
of the spiral motor activation, 
when the fall of the product is 
not detected. [Range 0 .. 5 ].

Disable selection 
Max. number of consecutive 
photoelectric cell errors in a 
selection, before this one is 
deactivated. If the set number 

is 0, the deactivation will never be carried out.

Photoe lec t r i c  ce l l s 
block 
Max. number of consecutive 
photoelectric cell errors before 

the system of detection of the product fall is deactivated. If 
the set number is 0, it will never be disabled. (NOTE: typing 
99 on the keypad, the display of the vending machine will 
show for a few seconds a message concerning the status 
of the photoelectric cell system - see the section - Display 
of Special Information).

Credit return
Activates/ deactivates the 
return of the product cost 
to the user, if the fall of the 

product has not been detected.

Free vend key
It enables the P3 key of the 
CPU card for free dispensing 
of a product during standard 
operation.

Show no. menu
Activates / deactivates the 
identification menu during the 
navigation in the menu. When 
it is enabled, the identifiers 

could prevent the complete reading of the title.

Factory default
I t  a l l ows  reve r t i ng  t he 
programmable parameters 
to factory preset values (some 

values depend on the model, 6S or 8S).

Complete menus
Enables selection of whether 
the entries of the programming 
menu should be shown fully or 
only partially.

Photocell settings

EVA-DTS
Allows selecting the category 
of data that will be transferred 
by the VM during an Audit 
Eva Dts session.

1.9.

EVA-DTS

             ...

1.10.

PHOTOCELL SETTINGS

1.14.

COMPLETE MENUS

1.12.

SHOW MENU NO.

1.10.1.

PHOTOCELL ENABLED

1.10.2.

MAX MOTOR OVERTIME

1.10.3.

DISABLE SELECTION

1.10.4.

DISABLE SYSTEM

1.10.5.

CREDIT RETURN

1.13.

FACTORY DEFAULT

1.11.

FREE VEND KEY

1.9.1.

EA1..2 (Events)

1.9.2.

EA3..5 (Readouts)

1.9.3.

LA1-Prices Lists

1.9.3.2.

LA1 Normal Prices

1.9.3.3.

LA1 Diff Prices 1

1.9.3.4.

LA1 Diff Prices 2

1.9.3.5.

LA1 Card Prices

1.9.3.6.

LA1 Free

1.9.3.7.

LA1 Test

1.9.4.

PA1..4 Products

1.9.5.

VA1..3 Sales

1.9.6.

BA1-CA15-Cash

1.9.7.

DA1..7-CashLess

1.9.3.1.

LA1-Prices Lists
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MDB settings
Enables access to particular 
f un c t i on s  o f  t h e  MDB 
protocol.

RECHARGE: Allows disabling 
or enabling of any Saeco card 
recharge operation.
By setting RECHARGE = NO 

the vending machine will only deduct the cost from MDB 
cards.

COIN VALUE: Enables setting 
of the value of the coins 
transferred to the vending 
machine from the parallel 
coiner, the mechanical coiner 
and the cancelling machine. 
The following table shows 
the channel/payment system 
combinations.

Channel  Payment system

1  Coin validator

2  Coin validator

3  Coin validator

4  Coin validator

5  Coin validator

6  Coin validator

7  Cancelling machine

Banknote validator
It enables the parameters of 
the parallel banknote validator 
and the choice of values to be 

assigned to single banknote channels.

Entry description:
ENABLE: By setting “Y”, the 
management of the parallel 
reader is enabled. By setting 
“N”, a parallel reader which 
may be connected to the 

vending machine is always disabled.

INHIBITION LEVEL: Enables 
setting of the active level of 
the banknote reader inhibition 
signal.

BANKNOTE VALUE: Enables 
se t t ing of  the va lue of 
banknotes transferred to the 
vending machine from the 
parallel reader.

PAYMENT SYSTEMS

The entries of the PAYMENT 
SYSTEMS are:

Protocol 
Enables selection of the 
protocol used by the vending 
machine to dialogue with the 

payment system installed on it:
- EXECUTIVE protocol;
- PRICE HOLDING/DISP Protocol; 
- BDV Protocol;
- MBD Protocol;
- NO PROTOCOL (no serial protocol);
- MDB SLAVE (the vending machine operates as slave to 

another machine);
- Master/Slave executive (the vending machine operates 

as master for another vending machine);
- PHD Master /Slave (the vending machine operates as 

master for another vending machine that works with the 
PRICE HOLDING/DISP protocol);

- MDB SLAVE (the vending machine operates as slave to 
another machine);

The “NO PROTOCOL” setting will be used when a payment 
system operating with one of the protocols provided by the 
other settings “EXECUTIVE”, “PRICE HOLDING”, “BDV”, 
“MDB” “MDB SLAVE” or “EXEC MASTER/SLAVE” is not 
installed on the VM.
This setting is necessary since the VM continuously checks 
for dialogue with the provided payment system. If the VM 
detects no dialogue, it signals this fault on the display 
through the message “NO LINK”.
This signal cannot be considered an error condition.

Coin validator
Allows enabl ing of  the 
parameters of the parallel 
coiner, the mechanical coiner, 

the cancelling machine and the choice of values to be 
assigned to the single money channels.

Entry description:
ENABLE: By setting “Y”, the 
parallel coiner, the mechanical 
coiner and the cancelling 
machine control are enabled. 

By setting “N”, a parallel coiner which may be connected 
to the vending machine is always disabled.

Th
SY

2.

PAYMENT SYSTEMS

             ...

2.2.

PARALLEL COINER

             ...

2.2.1.

ENABLE

              No

2.2.2.

COIN VALUE

             ...

2.2.2.1.

COIN       1/6

            0.00

2.3.

BANKNOTE READER

             ...

2.3.1.

ENABLE

              No

2.3.2.

INHIBITION LEVEL

             255

2.1.

PROTOCOL

             ...

2.3.3.

BANKNOTE VALUES

             ...

2.3.3.1.

BANKNOTE    1/4

            0.00

2.4.

MDB SETTINGS

             ...

2.4.1

RECHARGE ENABLED

              No
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MAX CARD LOAD: Enables 
set t ing of the maximum 
credit level, beyond which 
all recharge operations (if 

enabled) are ineffective.
By setting MAX RECHARGE = 20.00, the credit on the 
vending machine will be transferred to the card if the sum 
does not exceed 20.00.

MAX VALUE ACCEPTED: 
Enables setting of the maximum 
credit level, beyond which the 
card is rejected by the system. 

By setting MAX CARD VALUE = 25.00, the vending machine 
will reject all cards with a credit which exceeds this amount. 
If this card is detected, the display will not show the credit 
but a “ ——” message will be displayed and no sale will 
be carried out.

COINS ENABLING: Enables 
selection of which coins will 
be accepted by the change-
giving coiner. By setting “Y” a 
specific coin will be accepted. 
On the contrary, the “N” 
setting prevents the change-
giving coiner from accepting 

a particular coin. Coins beneath the vending machine scale 
factor are always disabled and display the “N” setting.

ALT. PAYOUT: It enables/
disables use of Alternative 
Payout for the level 3 MDB 
change-giver.

By setting “Yes” the change-giver is called on to dispense change. 
Change is limited to 255 times the scaling factor (typically € 
12.75 for the Euro area - with scaling factor of 5).
By setting “No” change is given by exploiting the machine’s 
algorithm. Max. change is 60000 units (typically € 600 for 
the Euro area).

MAX CHANGE: Enables 
setting of the maximum amount 
of change which can be 
dispensed by the change-giving 
coiner. Default = 10.00.

EXACT CHANGE POLICY: In 
MDB change-giving coiners, 
the condition of no change 
available can be selected 

within the following table:
Key:
 L = channel with the lowest coin value below the 

minimum level
 M = channel with the medium-low coin value below the 

minimum level
 HL = channel with the medium-high coin value below 

the minimum level
 HH = channel with the highest coin value below the 

minimum level

No. Description
0 L or M or HL or HH
1 L or M
2 HL or HH
3 L or HH
4 L
5 M
6 HL
7 L and HH
8 HL and HH
9 L and M

10 L and M and HL and HH
11 L and HL or L and HH
12 L or HL and HH
13 HH
14 L and M and HL
15 Never (change always available)

 
Note
Even if the no change available message is displayed, the 
vending machine continues to give change as long as coins 
are present in the channels. The minimum level (same for all 
channels) can be set on a special menu item.

MIN TUBES LEVEL: Enables 
setting of the minimum number 
of coins in the channels. 
Default = 4.

MANUAL TUBES FILLING: 
Allows the change-giving 
coiner channels to be filled 
manually. Press Esc to exit the 
channel loading mode.

MANUAL TUBES EMPTY: 
Allows the change-giving 
coiner channels to be emptied 
by pressing the beverage 
selection keys.

COMMIT TO VEND: By setting 
“N”, the credit inserted can be 
returned even if no sale has 
been made. This function may 
be useful, for example, for 

changing banknotes into coins. By setting “Y”, the credit 
inserted can be returned as change only after the sale has 
been completed. Default = YES.

BILLS ENABLING: Enables 
selection of which banknotes 
will be accepted by the MDB 
banknote reader.
A specific banknote is enabled 
for acceptance by setting “Y”. 
On the contrary, the “N” 
setting prevents the banknote 
reader from accepting a 

specific banknote. Default = All enabled.

2.4.5.

ALT. PAYOUT

              No

2.4.6.

MAX CHANGE

            0.00

2.4.7.

EXACT CHANGE

               0

2.4.8.

MIN TUBE LEVEL

               0

2.4.3.

MAX CARD CHARGE

           10.00

2.4.4.

COINS ENABLING

             ...

2.4.4.1.

COIN       1/16

              No

2.4.9.

TUBE FILLING

             ...

2.4.10.

TUBE EMPTYING

             ...

2.4.2.

MAX CARD RECHARGE

           10.00

2.4.11

COMMIT TO VEND

              No

2.4.12

BANKNOTE ENABL.

             ...

2.4.12.1

BANKNOTE   1/16

              No
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BILLS ESCROW: By setting 
“Y”, an inserted banknote is 
stored in the escrow position 
by the banknote reader (if 

supported); this function is supported by the banknote 
reader. In this way, if the sale fails or the card system fails 
to charge, the banknote will be returned. By setting “N”, any 
inserted banknote goes to the banknote reader’s stacker, so 
that the banknotes cannot be returned. Default = No.

MDB SLAVE ADDRESS: 
When the vending machine 
is in Master mode, this menu 
enables setting of the address 

of any slave connected vending machine. If the vending 
machine is in Slave mode, it enables setting of its address. 
Possible addresses are 0x40, 0x48 and 0x50. Default = 
0x40.

Max credit
This allows the user to set the 
maximum credit which can 
be accepted by the vending 

machine. Once this limit has been reached, the payment 
systems are disabled so that no more credit can be 
accepted. Default = 20.00.

Multivend
Enables the user to use any 
residual credit to purchase 
other beverages. By setting 

“N” (no), the residual credit will be collected by the vending 
machine.

Overpay Time
It establishes the maximum 
time (expressed in seconds) 
beyond which the vending 

machine collects the displayed residual credit. The time is 
adjustable at intervals of 10 seconds. By setting “000” the 
function is disabled.

Fixed zeroes
Enables setting of the number of 
fixed zeros of the credit.

Decimal point posit.
Enables setting of the position 
of the decimal point of the 
credit.

Nation code
It allows you to set the nation 
code, which corresponds to 
the international dialling code 

(E.g. ITALY = 0039).

2.6.

MULTIVEND

              No

2.7.

OVERPAY TIME

             180

2.8.

FIXED ZEROS

               0

2.9.

DECIMAL DIGITS

               0

2.4.13.

BANKNOTE ESCROW

              No

2.4.14.

MDB SLAVE ADDRESS

            0x40

2.5.

MAX CREDIT

            2.55

2.10.

NATION CODE

               0

SALE MANAGEMENT
The PRICE MANAGEMENT 
items are:

Price table
99 price levels can be set.

Product prices
It allows the association of 
each product to one of the 
price levels provided in the 
PRICE TABLE.

The association can be:
NORMAL

GLOBAL PRICE (each product 
will be associated to the same 
price level);

GLOBAL PRICE SETTING
It allows selecting the price 
level to be associated with all 
the products (use the UP and 

DOWN buttons and then ENTER to confirm).

SINGLE PRICE (each product 
will be associated to a specific 
price level).

SINGLE PRICE SETTING
It allows the choice of the 
price level to be associated 
with each product. To select 

the product to be associated with a price, use the UP and 
DOWN buttons, then confirm with ENTER. To select the price 
level (from 001 to 099), use the UP and DOWN buttons and 
confirm with ENTER.

DIFF 1

GLOBAL PRICE (each product 
will be associated to the same 
price level);

GLOBAL PRICE SETTING
It allows selecting the price 
level to be associated with all 
the products (use the UP and 

DOWN buttons and then ENTER to confirm).

S
Th
item

3.

SALES MANAGEMENT

             ...

3.1.

PRICE TABLE

             ...

3.1.1.

PRICE         1

            0.00

3.2.

PRODUCT PRICES

             ...

3.2.1.

NORMAL

             ...

3.2.1.1

GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.1.1

GLOBAL PRICE

P00         0.00

3.2.1.2

SINGLE PRICE

3.2.1.2

SINGLE PRICE

B01: P00    0.00

3.2.2.

DIFF 1

             ...

3.2.2.1

GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.2.1

GLOBAL PRICE

P00         0.00
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SINGLE PRICE (each product 
will be associated to a specific 
price level).

SINGLE PRICE SETTING
It allows the choice of the price 
level to be associated with 
each product. To select the 
product to be associated with 

a price, use the UP and DOWN buttons, then confirm with 
ENTER. To select the price level (from 001 to 099), use the 
UP and DOWN buttons and confirm with ENTER.

DIFF 2

GLOBAL PRICE (each product 
will be associated to the same 
price level);

GLOBAL PRICE SETTING
It allows selecting the price 
level to be associated with all 
the products (use the UP and 

DOWN buttons and then ENTER to confirm).

SINGLE PRICE (each product 
will be associated to a specific 
price level).

SINGLE PRICE SETTING
It allows the choice of the price 
level to be associated with 
each product. To select the 
product to be associated with 

a price, use the UP and DOWN buttons, then confirm with 
ENTER. To select the price level (from 001 to 099), use the 
UP and DOWN buttons and confirm with ENTER.

CARD
This function enables the 
application of differentiated 
prices if the card is used for 
payment. By setting CARD 
PRICES = YES a new menu 
entry will appear in PRICE 
MANAGEMENT, enabling 

setting the price level to be applied to the product (beverage 
or snack) if payment is made by card.

3.2.4.

CARD

             ...

3.2.4.1

CARD PRICE

              No

3.2.2.2

SINGLE PRICE

3.2.2.2

SINGLE PRICE

B01: P00    0.00

3.2.3.

DIFF 2

             ...

3.2.3.1

GLOBAL PRICE

3.2.3.1

GLOBAL PRICE

P00         0.00

3.2.3.2

SINGLE PRICE

3.2.3.2

SINGLE PRICE

B01: P00    0.00

GLOBAL PRICE (each product 
will be associated to the same 
price level);

GLOBAL PRICE SETTING
It allows selecting the price 
level to be associated with all 
the products (use the UP and 

DOWN buttons and then ENTER to confirm).

SINGLE PRICE (each product 
will be associated to a specific 
price level).

SINGLE PRICE SETTING
It allows the choice of the price 
level to be associated with 
each product. To select the 
product to be associated with 

a price, use the UP and DOWN buttons, then confirm with 
ENTER. To select the price level (from 001 to 099), use the 
UP and DOWN buttons and confirm with ENTER.

Free
Allows selecting if the products 
will be provided free-of-
charge, upon payment, or 

free-of-charge within a time range.

Free On/Off
Allows the beginning and end 
of the free-of-charge product 
supply to be set.

Diff Prices 1-On/Off
Allows the beginning and 
end of product supply with 
differentiated prices 1 to be 
set.

Diff Prices 2-On/Off
Allows the beginning and 
end of product supply with 
differentiated prices 2 to be 
set.

Managing Independence
To prevent a customer from 
selecting a product of which 
the machine has run out, 
each spiral can be enabled to 

3.8.

DIFF PRICES 2-On

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.9.

DIFF PRICES 2-Off

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.2.4.2

GLOBAL PRICE

P00         0.00

3.2.4.3

SINGLE PRICE

3.2.4.3

SINGLE PRICE

B01: P00    0.00

3.3.

FREE

             Mai

3.4.

FREE ON

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.5.

FREE OFF

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.6.

DIFF PRICES 1-On

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.7.

DIFF PRICES 1-Off

lmmgvsd    00:00

3.2.4.2

GLOBAL PRICE

3.10.

Capacity ctrl enabled
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supply only a preset number 
of products. 
The following is necessary 
in order to operate with 

independent control:
1- enable independence control (menu 3.11);
2- programme the capacity of each spiral (menu 3.12);
3- inform the vending machine each time it is refilled. This 

information can be sent by pressing button 5 (black) on 
the 5-button keypad or by selecting product ‘97’ within 
20 seconds of closing the door or switching the vending 
machine on. Once these first 20 seconds have passed, 
selecting ‘97’ will have no effect.

When the vending machine is informed that refilling has 
taken place, it presumes that all spirals have been filled up 
to the capacity specified during programming (step 2).
Once the maximum number of supplies has been reached, 
the spiral is disabled and the product is listed as unavailable 
to the customer. No error is reported.

Unit Management
E’Several motors can be 
grouped together within a 
unit. In this way, when the unit 
code is selected, a product 
is dispensed from one of the 
unit motors. This is convenient 
for the customer who need 
merely note a single code. It 

is also useful for the service provider, as it guarantees that 
the products at the front of the unit spirals will be dispensed 
first, thereby avoiding problems of products remaining in 
the machine for too long as they have not been selected.

When the units are enabled, each time the unit code is 
selected the vending machine enables a unit spiral (the 
choice of which spiral of the unit to be enabled is made on 
a rotation basis involving all spirals of the unit to guarantee 
equal use).

The unit creation mechanism is based on the assignment of 
the selection code (product identification number) to more 
than one physical motor.
By default, each motor is associated with the code 
corresponding to the motor itself. Therefore, motor XY will 
be enabled following selection of the code XY. 
The technician may vary this situation by assigning a 
different code to each motor.
By assigning the same code XY to more than one motor, a 
unit of motors is created with XY as their selection code.
Enabling of a unit affects statistics, independence, etc.. 

The following table summarises all effects:

Statistics Price Independence Errors

All unit supplies 
will be counted 
in the unit code 
statistics.

All supplies will 
be provided at 
the unit code 
price.

Unit 
independence 
will amount 
to the sum of 
the individual 
independence 
values of the 
unit spirals. 

Errors reported 
c o n c e r n i n g 
one of the unit 
m o t o r s  w i l l 
be  recorded 
as individual 
motor errors. 
The faulty motor 
will be disabled 
and wi l l  not 
participate in 
unit function. 
T h e  u n i t 
w i l l  r e m a i n 
operat ive al l 
t h e  t i m e  a t 
least one motor 
con t inues  to 
work correctly.

When units are disabled, each motor works only after the 
default code is selected.

Example
Assuming that drawer 2 has 5 spirals and we want to sell 
the same product in the first 3 spirals, using the single 
selection code 21 for this.
The following prices are assigned
Product 21  price = 0.10 
Product 22  price = 0.20
Products 23, 24, 25  price = 0.30
We go to the code assignment menu (3.13) and to motor 
21.
By default, we have: motor 21 assigned to code 21.
M21  21
This is fine. 21 will be our main unit selection.
We now move onto motor 22 and set it up in such a way 
that it is assigned not to code 22, but rather to code 21.
From 
M22  22
We go to 
M22  21
The same applies for motor 23
M23  21
We do not modify motors 24 and 25
M24  24
M25  25

We enable unit management (menu 3.12).
Now, by selecting product 21, the vending machine will 
supply a product using spiral 21 (at a price of 0.10).
A second selection of product 21 will lead to the supply of 
a product from spiral 22 (at a price of 0.10).
If we select product 21 three more times, we will obtain 
supplies from spirals 23, then 21 and finally 22 (always 
at a price of 0.10).
If product 22 or 23 is selected, it will be classed as ‘not 
available’.
By selecting product 24, we obtain a product from spiral 
24 (at a price of 0.30).
Statistically, the results are for 5 supplies of product 21, 1 
supply of product 24 and 0 supplies for all others.

3.11.

Capacity

3.12.

Unit Enabling

3.13.

Unit Codes
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Defrost interval
[hour] It allows setting the 
period of time between two 
defrost cycles [Range: 0.. 99].

Food mode settings

TRAY 1/8
It allows selecting the “food 
mode” for a shelf. A “food 
mode” shelf will be disabled 

in case of “food” alarm.

ALARM TEMPERATURE
[° C] “food” alarm temperature 
[Range: 3 .. 30]. The machine 
deactivates the selections set 

as food if the internal temperature exceeds this value for 
a time longer than the value set at the following option 
(Error 75). This error signal can be reset by pressing button 
5 (black) on the 5-button keypad or by selecting product 
97 within 20 seconds of closing the door or switching the 
vending machine on. Once these first 20 seconds have 
passed, selecting ‘97’ will have no effect. 

ALARM MAX. TIME
[min] number of minutes 
a l l owed  when  t he  a i r 
temperature is higher than 

the alarm temperature. If the temperature exceeds the 
limit longer than the time set, the machine deactivates the 
selections set as food.[Range 0 .. 60].

LOAD MAX. TIME
[min] when the opening of 
a door is detected or if the 
button 5 on the 5-buttons 
keypad is pushed, the time 

set here will replace the usual timeout set by the previous 
option. [Range 0 .. 120].
This prevents the machine from entering error mode after 
product supply operations. Please, remember that the 
machine must be supplied with products already at the 
correct temperature for storage.

Glass warm-up
NO = door heaters OFF 
YES = door heaters ON

Show temperature
Enables  / disables  the 
visualization of the temperature 
on the display during normal 
operation.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

T h e  o p t i o n s  o f  t h e 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
are:

Enables the refrigerator
N O  =  t e m p e r a t u r e 
control disabled, cooling 
group always OFF. YES = 

temperature control enabled.

Model
Selects the sub-model of the 
machine: the possibilities are 
6S and 8S. Optimises the fan 

settings for the specific case of the machine.

Food mode enabled
Enables / disables the “food 
mode”. This mode enables the 
machine to check that the food 

area temperature (see figure 21a) is always lower than a 
set value (alarm temperature). If the temperature exceeds 
this limit value for longer than the time set for “Alarm max. 
time”, the machine deactivates the selections for the food 
shelves.

Temperature
[° C] allows the setting of the 
temperature desired inside 
the machine [Range: 3 .. 30].  

The control turns off the cooling group if the set value is 
reached and it turns it on if the temperature is higher than 
the target plus 1°C (as long as the technical specifications 
of the cooling group are respected).

Defrost time
[min] It allows setting how 
many minutes the cooling 
group will be switched off to 

carry out the defrost [Range: 10 .. 100].

T h
TE
ar

4.

TEMPERATURE CONTR.

             ...

4.1.

ENABLE REFRIGERAT.

             ...

4.2.

MODEL

             ...

4.3.

FOOD MODE

             ...

4.4.

TEMPERATURE

             ...

4.5.

DEFROST TIME

             ...

4.6.

DEFROST INTERVAL

             ...

4.7.

FOOD MODE SETTINGS

             ...

4.8.

HEATERS ENABLED

             ...

4.9.

SHOW TEMPERATURE

             ...

4.7.9.

ALARM TEMPERATURE

             ...

4.7.1.

TRAY         1

            YES

4.7.10.

ALARM TIMEOUT

             ...

4.7.11.

REFILL ALARM TIMEOUT

             ...

Faulty motor example:
Should one of the unit motors report an error for any reason, 
this motor is disabled and the error recorded in the error 
LOG. The unit will continue functioning as before, but less 
one motor.
Motor 22 reports an error.  The LOG records an error 
for motor 22  and motor 22 is disabled. 
3 selections of product 21 lead to the supply of the product 
from spirals 21, then 23 and then 21 again.

Unit deactivation example:
If we deactivate the units, selecting code 23 leads to the 
supply of product 23 at a price of 0.30.
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7.5 Maintenance menu

 Maintenance Technician 
This section describes how to set, modify or check the 
vending machine maintenance parameters.

7.5.1 Access to the 
maintenance menu

Open the door, remove the slot (Fig. 39) and close the door 
again. Press key P2 (Fig. 40) to access the maintenance 
menu.

To exit the maintenance menu and return to the standard 
operation of the vending machine:
- Press the CANCEL button repeatedly until “EXIT ?” 

appears. Select YES and press ENTER;

Fig. 40

Structure of the maintenance menu

1. MAINTENANCE

1.1. ERROR LOG

2. STATISTICS

2.01 TOTAL SALES

2.02 OVERPAY

2.03 CARD IN

2.04 CARD OUT

2.05 TOTAL COINS

2.06 TOTAL BANKNOTE

2.07 COUNTERS

2.08 FREE

2.09 VMC CODE

2.10 SLAVE VMC

2.11 RESET

3. PHOTOEL. CELLS TEST

4. MOTOR ALIGNMENT

5. AUTO ALIGNMENT

6. TEMPERATURE LOG

7.5.2 Descripition of 
message in the 
maintenance menu

MAINTENANCE
This function enables the 
display and cancellation 
of any errors that may be 
present. It is also possible to 

carry out maintenance on the vending machine.

Error log
VM’s EEPROM records the 
important events that occur 
in the VMC (for example 
errors that occurred, warning 

messages, etc.).
Recording takes place when the error condition is detected 
and consists of saving the following information:
1- error code (or warning code) occurred;
2- location of signal source (e.g., which spiral motor, if the 

error is due to a spiral motor, or which coffee or instant 
product);

3- day, month, hour and minute of error detection (this 
information is available only if the VM is equipped with 
a timekeeper).

 The recordings are included in a list which may contain 
up to 50 elements; when this limit is exceeded the 
information is input again starting from position 1 
(previous information will be lost).

Display:

1.1 ERROR LOG ii/NN

ddMMM hh:mm Exx-aabb

Format of warning error description recorded in LOG:

Exx WHAT ==> xx code error/warning alarm

aabb WHERE ==> if Myy = spiral motor yy 

aabb WHERE ==> if Syy = yy instant product dispensing 

aabb WHERE ==> if Lyy = yy instant product rinsing 

aabb WHERE ==> if C — = coffee brewing 

aabb WHERE ==> if aabb = hexadecimal codes

ddmmm WHEN ==> day in figures, month in string (3 letters)

hh:mm WHEN ==> hour:minutes

ii error index in LOG

NN number of errors in LOG

MA
Th
di
of
pr

1.

 MAINTENANCE

             ...

1.1.

ERROR LOG

          

P2

P3

P4
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Reset
Allows resetting the statistical 
data.

Photoelectric cells Test
It allows manual testing of 
the photoelectric cell system 
operation. The machine 
emits a beep each time the 

photoelectric cell system detects an object.

Motors alignment
It allows forcing the alignment 
of al l  the motors of the 
machine. If the alignment is 
carried out successfully, the 
pending errors are removed 

and the motor is activated for dispensing. 

Automatic alignment
It allows forcing the alignment 
only of the motors of the 
machine where an error was 
detected. If the alignment is 
carried out successfully, the 

pending errors are removed and the motor is activated for 
dispensing. This procedure will remove all the photoelectric 
cell pending errors.

Temperature log
Shows recorded temperatures 
for the product tray for the last 
24 hours. 
Values are recorded every 5 

minutes and saved with the time of detection. 

STATISTICS

Total sales
The global proceeds coming 
from the sale of al l  the 
selections and products will 

be displayed. To see the details of these proceeds, push 
[ENTER]:
- products (it is possible to group them according to the 

price level),
- discount/surcharge applied.

Overpay
The amount of credit collected 
when the OVERPAY time has 
elapsed is displayed.

Card-In
The amount of credit collected 
from cards is displayed.

Card-Out
The amount of credit charged 
on cards is displayed.

Total coins
The total value of the coins 
inserted is displayed.

Total banknotes
The total value of the banknotes 
inserted is displayed. By 
pressing [ENTER] it is possible 

to display the number of banknotes inserted according to 
their denomination.

Counters
The presence of the Timekeeper 
in this menu al lows the 
extension of the quantity of 

information displayed. It is possible to display the total and 
partial amount of products, following the price band.

Free
The total amount of free 
p roduc t s  d i spensed  i s 
displayed.

VMC Code
A s s i g n e d  b y  t h e 

manufacturer.

VMC Slave
The amount of sales made by 
the Slave is displayed.

2.1.

TOTAL SALES

          

2.7.

Counters

          

2.6.

Total Banknote

          

2.5.

Total Coins

          

2.3.

Card in

          

2.4.

Card out

          

2.2.

Overpay

          

2.8.

Free

          

2.9.

VMC Code

          

S2.

STATISTICS

             ...

2.11.

Reset

          

2.10.

Slave VMC

          

7.6 Free Button

Open the door, remove the slot (Fig. 39) and close the door 
again. Push the button P3 (Fig. 40).
If pressed, this button allows dispensing a free product 
(this function can be enabled from the menu 1.18 “FREE 
BUTTON”). 

7.7 Reset

Open the door, remove the slot (Fig. 39) and close the door 
again. Press the button P4 (Fig. 40) to restart the vending 
machine management programme.

It a
of
ma
ca
pe

d th is iv ed f  d

4.

Motor alignment

             ...

It a
on
ma
de
ca

5.

Auto alignment

             ...

Ph
It a
th
op
em

ph le ll de

3.

Photoel. cells Test

             ...

Te
Sh
fo
24
Va

d d th he

6.

Temperature log

             ...
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8 CLEANING, PRODUCT 
SUPPLY, ADJUSTMENTS 
AND MAINTENANCE

8.1  Cleaning 

To guarantee smooth vending machine operation, cleaning 
operations should be carried out regularly. The numbers 
shown in brackets here below are referred to figure 1.

Daily
Use a damp cloth or food contact-approved detergents to 
clean the showcase (5), the product dispensing tray (7), the 
control panel (keypad, display, etc.) and the “operating 
instructions” label case (30)

Weekly
Use a damp cloth and a dry air jet to clean the ventilation 
grill (8).

 Important
During loading and cleaning operations, do not stress the 
following electrical parts: electronic board, door switch, 
door wiring interconnections and do not clean these parts 
with a wet cloth.

8.2 General tips for 
 good operation
- Make sure that the products are free to move.
- Allow enough space between one tray and the next.
- If possible, do not place bags side by side if their ends 

could become entangled during feeding.
- Supply cans to the bottom tray.
- Preferably use 25 cl cans.
- Supply the largest bags to the middle trays.

8.3 Product supply 

Fig. 41

Open the door 
and pull the trays 
out until they stop 
(Fig. 41).

In order to supply the lowest shelf, the products collection 
tray must be turned as shown in the figure 42. Then remove 
the shelf pulling it outwards to its limit stop.

Fig. 42

 Warning
Before closing the door, put the product collection tray in 
the initial position.
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Fig. 46

Fig. 43

Fig. 44

Fig. 45

8.4 Stop bar adjustment  

The bottle tray is equipped with an (adjustable) angle 
bar, designed to cause the bottles to fall correctly into the 
dispensing tray.

This stop bar needs adjustment if the distance between the 
bar and the bottle cap is not the recommended distance 
(Fig. 47).

Refer to section 4.2 for tray and spiral arrangement.
Supply cans and bottles starting from the innermost part 
(motor side), until there is no available space left on any 
spiral (Fig. 43).

 Important
Put the cans and/or the bottles in the lower shelves.

Finally, supply the snack packs vertically (Fig. 45) until there 
is no available space left on any spiral.

Now supply the snack bags horizontally (Fig. 44) until there 
is no available space left on any spiral.

 Important
Position the bags making sure that their ends will not become 
entangled during feeding.

 Important
Before providing the vending machine with products, make 
sure that the set internal temperature has been reached. The 
set internal temperature must be chosen according to the 
characteristics of the product introduced.

 Important
If the person in charge of providing the machine with products 
has not enough products to fill all the empty spaces of a 
spiral, empty spaces in the front part should be avoided.

Load the foodstuff packages and put them horizontally (Fig. 
46), until each spiral is completely filled.

Too low stop bar

NO
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45°

Fig. 50

8.5 Spiral adjustment 

The spirals can be adjusted to obtain better dispensing of 
the product selections.
Proceed in the following way to adjust the spirals (Fig. 
50):
- pull the spiral until releasing its coupling from the motor 

seat;
- turn the spiral by 45° at a time, until the required position 

is reached;
- release the spiral, the coupling will automatically go 

back to its seat.

To adjust the stop bar, proceed as follows:
- open the door and pull the tray out until it stops;
- unscrew the locking screws provided in the vertical 

rods(Fig. 48);

- place a bottle in the lane, with its cap resting against the 
bar, and move the bar manually until the right position 
adjustment is obtained (Fig. 49);

- after completing the adjustment, re-tighten the screws.

Fig. 49

Too high stop barNO

Fig. 47

Correctly positioned 
stop bar.

OK

Fig. 48
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Fig. 54

Fig. 55

Fig. 51

Fig. 52

Fig. 53

 Warning
If the spiral to replace is coupled to a bottle, can or carton 
sliding guide, this should be lifted to release its end from the 
tray edge before it can be removed (Fig. 54). 

If the sliding guide has not been removed, the spiral to 
replace cannot be removed either.

8.7  Motor replacement 

Follow these instructions:
- remove the tray from the vending machine and place it 

on your work top (Fig. 51);
- remove the tray spiral and motor (Fig. 52);
- remove the spiral (Fig. 53);
- remove the electric connectors (Fig. 55);
- replace the motor and reverse the order of the above 

operations for assembly.

- replace the spiral with another one, more suitable for 
the product to dispense: insert the new spiral into the 
motor feeding flange by reversing the order of the above 
operations;

- adjust the spiral according to the instructions provided 
in section 8.5.

- while holding the motor, turn the right-hand spiral 
counter-clockwise, until it comes off its stop notch (Fig. 
53). Turn the left-hand spirals clockwise.

- remove the tray spiral and motor (Fig. 52);

All the spirals are interchangeable and can be mounted in 
the vending machine trays in the following way:
- remove the tray from the vending machine and place it 

on your work top (Fig. 51);

8.6 Replacing the spirals

In the standard version, spirals with different pitches are 
supplied, suitable for the dispensing of products with diffe-
rent shapes and consistency. Other spirals can be ordered 
directly from the Manufacturer.
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Fig. 59

Fig. 60

Fig. 56

Fig. 58

Fig. 57

- mount the right-hand spiral and the left-hand spiral;

- mount the double spiral in the corresponding lane (Fig. 
59);

- replace the tray into the vending machine and adjust the 
spirals according to the instructions provided in section 
8.5.

8.8  Tray arrangement 
modification  

The arrangement of the trays inside the vending machine 
can be modified by moving the guides which support the 
trays.

To carry out this operation, it is necessary to:
- remove the connector corresponding to the tray to move 

(Fig. 60);

If you wish to replace an individual motor with another 
motor which controls two spirals, proceed as follows:
- remove the tray from the vending machine and place it 

on your work top (Fig. 51);
- remove the tray spiral and motor (Fig. 52);
- remove the spiral (Fig. 53);
- remove the sliding guide, if any (Fig. 54);
- remove the electric connectors (Fig. 55);
- do the same for the other spiral (on the right side of the 

spiral that has just been removed);
- remove the spacer (Fig. 56);

- mount the snack guides (Fig. 57);

- connect the two electric connectors (Fig. 58);
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Fig. 64

Fig. 65

Fig. 61

Fig. 62

Fig. 63

- pull the tray all the way out (Fig. 61);

- remove the tray right-hand guide by unscrewing the front 
screw (Fig. 62);

- remove and then reposition the guide, by inserting its 
rear part into the required seat in the vertical rod (Fig. 
63). Lock it in place with the front screw that had been 
removed earlier;

- remove and then reposition the corresponding left-
hand guide by carrying out the same operations. Make 
sure that the left-hand guide and right-hand guide are 
mounted at the same height;

- disassemble the connector support loosening the two 
screws (Fig. 64).

- remove the support and place it with a shift corresponding 
to the one previously applied for the guides. 

- fix the connector support with the two previously removed 
screws.

- replace the tray and restore power input..

 Important
The tray must be connected to the same connector as 
before. Otherwise, the product sale parameters will have 
to re-programmed (chapter 7).

8.9 Removal of the cooling 
group

 Warning
Before undertaking any maintenance and/or cleaning operation 
to the cooling group, unplug the power cord.

To remove the cooling group, carry out the following 
operations:
- remove the air suction grill (8) as shown in figures 65 

and 66.
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Fig. 71

Fig. 70

Fig. 69

- turn the product collection tray following the instructions 
given in section 8.3 Fig. 42.

- unscrew the 3 knobs and the screw (Fig. 67).

Fig. 67

- turn the handles as shown in figure 70.

Fig. 66

Fig. 68

- unscrew the two orange knobs (Fig. 69).

- partially extract the cooling group (Fig. 71).

- remove the product collection tray (Fig. 68).

Fig. 72

Fig. 73

- unplug the probe and the tension wiring harness (Fig. 72).

- completely extract the cooling group (Fig. 73).
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Follow the previous instructions in reverse order to restore 

the initial conditions.

 Important
During the extraction or insertion of the cooling group, make 
sure to move it horizontally.

8.10 Software update

The vending machine management programme is 
stored in the flash memory included in the “Freescale 
MC9S12XEP100” microcontroller. 
The software update can be performed by using:  
- A“VDRIVE2” module (Fig. 74);
- A USB key (Pen Drive);
- A file containing the new software to be loaded.
- In case the connector JP25 is not present on the CPU, 

it is necessary to use an interface circuit (Fig.77).

Update procedure: 
- copy the file received for update ‘Snack_MY08_vXXXXX.

s19’ (where XXXXX is the version number) onto a USB 
key* (the file should be stored on the device root);

- rename the file as:’SAE_BP08.s19’

Fig. 74

Fig. 77

Fig. 78

- Insert the interface circuit into the blue connector of the 
CPU board (JP2) (Fig. 78);

P1

Fig. 76

P1

JP25

JP2

Fig. 75

There is a jumper on the VDRIVE device. Ensure it is 
positioned as shown in figure 75.

 Warning
If the file name is not correct, the software will not be 
recognised (the red light on the CPU will remain on). 
If the file name contains empty spaces, the software will not 
be recognised (the red light on the CPU will remain on).

- Switch off the vending machine;
- Insert the USB key into the VDRIVE2;
- Connect the wiring harness of the VDRIVE2 to the CPU 

board (connector JP25, Fig.76) or to the interface circuit 
(Fig. 77);
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9 OUT OF SERVICE

The vending machine will go “out of service” if an error or 
a fault is detected which causes a function stop.
The display will read OUT OF SERVICE and show the 
code (e.g. ERROR 15) corresponding to the fault that has 
occurred.
If the cause of the problem is not removed by switching 
the vending machine off and then back on, the vending 
machine will remain out of service.
The following chart lists the displayed faults and possible 
cures. 

To resume normal operation, the fault that had put the 
machine out of service must be removed first.

8.11 Machine not in use or 
machine storage

If the vending machine is not going to be used or has to 
be stored for a prolonged period of time, carry out the 
following operations:

- disconnect power to the vending machine ;

- empty all trays of any products;

- clean the vending machine according to the special 
instructions of section 8.1;

- wrap the vending machine in a sheet to protect it against 
dust and humidity;

- store the vending machine in a suitable room (room 
temperature must not be lower than 1°C). Do not place 
any box or equipment on the vending machine.

- Press and hold the P1 button (Fig. 76 - Fig. 78) on the 
CPU;

- Switch on the vending machine; 
- After a CPU beep** release the P1 button;
- 3 close beeps and the restart of the vending machine 

confirm that the software has been updated.
- Switch off the vending machine;
- Remove the VDRIVE and the interface circuit.

* All common USB keys used on PCs are suitable. Some 
restrictions are: 

 - The device has to be FAT12, FAT16 or FAT32 
formatted 

 - The sector size has to be of 512 Bytes

**The software update request is notified by the CPU beep. 
The file search procedure and the following recording 
on the microcontroller is performed according to the 
following steps:

 - The CPU recognises the USB key and searches for the 
file with the software to be loaded (green and red lights 
on the CPU flash alternatively);

 - Once the correct file has been recognised the software 
is loaded on the CPU;

 - 3 close beeps confirm that the procedure has been 
completed;

 - In case of errors, a long beep is emitted and the red 
light stays on.
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Error code Description Notes

ERROR 27 Air sensor fault (short or open circuit) Out-of-service raised if refrigerator unit enabled; LOG-Only if not 
enabled

ERROR 29 Ice sensor fault (short or open circuit) – old control style 
only

Not an Out of Service. Just an entry in Error LOG.
Check connection of evaporator temperature sensor.

ERROR 31 Decimal point Machine Out of Service.
Check that the decimal point setting for the machine is the same as 
the payment system one

ERROR 32 Credit handler error Not an Out-of-Service. LOG and VMC restarted

ERROR 35 MDB Slave mode error (USD mode not allowed)

ERROR 42 Credit handler watch-dog LOG-Only

ERROR 51 Motor fault because of commutation timeouts. Motor is 
disabled for further selections and is to be re-aligned.

Log and motor disabled (re-align to enable)

ERROR 52 Motor overload. Motor is disabled for further selections 
and is to be re-aligned.

Log and motor disabled (re-align to enable)

ERROR 54 Power  board  under-voltage:  power  voltage  lower  
than  20V  for longer than 1 s. (checked before to start 
a spiral motor)

Log only

ERROR 55 No motor detected (at start-up only) Log and system block. Check connections.

ERROR 58 Photocells – product dispensed after extra motor activa-
tion.

LOG-Only Non-blocking warning

ERROR 59 Photocells – product not fallen (including overtime). Log-only Non-blocking warning unless E60 is also raised

ERROR 60 Photocells – max number of consecutive error is reached. 
motor has just been disabled

Log and motor disabled (re-align to enable)

ERROR 61 Power board communication fault: board not detected or 
communication lost at runtime

Log and system block. Check connection.

ERROR 70 Photocells – the max number of error allowed is reached 
and photocell system has been disabled

Log and special info page (re-align to enable)

ERROR 71 Photocells – system temporary disabled because active 
before product dispensing (blind system)

LOG only

ERROR 72 Watch-Dog Not   an  Out   of   Service. Just   an   entry   in   Error LOG

ERROR 75 Food  alarm:  temperature  out-of-range  for  longer  
than  the  max allowed time.

Not   an  Out   of   Service. Just   an   entry   in   Error LOG (food 
trays disabled). 
To re-enable, press button 5 on the 5-button keypad or select 
product 97 within 20 seconds of closing the door or switching 
the vending machine on. Once these first 20 seconds have pas-
sed, selecting ‘97’ will have no effect.

ERROR 80 MDB changegiver fault Not   an  Out   of   Service. Just   an   entry   in   Error LOG
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10 INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
END-OF-LIFE DISPOSAL 
TREATMENT

T h i s  p r o - duct complies with EU Directive 
2002/96/EC.
The symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that 
this product may not be treated as household waste. Instead 
it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for 
the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly,you will 
help prevent potential negative consequences for the en-
vironment and human health, which could otherwise be 
caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product. For 
more detailed information about recycling of this product, 
please contact your
local city office, your household waste disposal service or 
the shop where you purchased the product.

 Warning
The diposal of the vending machine or of a part of it must be 
carried out with full respect of the environment and according 
to local laws in force.
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